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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background
Data Structures, the study of methods of organizing large amounts of data,
algorithm analysis and the estimation of the running time of algorithm [18], is one of the
most important courses for students in a computer science department. By analyzing an
algorithm before it is actually coded, students can decide if a particular solution will be
feasible. In a word, it is very important for students to master this course completely.
Actually, it is not easy for many students to learn this course, especially for students who
have no background in computer science. Generally, trees are very useful abstractions in
data structures. Students sometimes find it hard to learn the programming of tree data
structure algorithms. Most textbooks of data structures explain tree structures in textual
format with static illustrations, and graphs and algorithms' explanation are not clear
enough. Actually, it is far from easy for some students to study data structures of trees and
deeply understand their basic concepts and algorithms. The reason is that they can not
visualize what really happens .in the construction and development of the tree algorithms,
such as insertion and deletion operations. Static drawings just show the result,> of
procedures. Tree structures are too abstract for students to understand quickly and totally.
Using the computer as a tool is a good idea. Actually, computer-assisted
instruction (CAl) has already proven itself effective in improving students achievement
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[i2]. Algorithm animation, the visualization of the fundamental operations of running
program, has proven to be a powerful tool in the teaching of algorithms [10]. There is
some educational software to show tree algorithms. It seems that all this software is not
produced as complete instruction units.
My project will be made as an instructional unit (also called class). It will include
explanations of concepts and algorithms, interactive animation of algorithms and a test.
This computer software assumes the role of teacher and presents the material in a learning
fonnat. The student gradually moves from one step to the next, usually at his or her own
pace. The student is actively involved, by seeing and listening to the text explanation and
algorithms' animation, and finally by taking a test. To help the student comprehend the
task of an algorithm to maintain a data structure, interactive animation of these data
structures' algorithms will allow the students to explore different scenarios in the
construction of the data structures and better understand what their programs need to do.
There are many tools that can create an animated presentation of a data structure. Director
is ideal tool for creating simulation, visualization and interactive presentation. This thesis
will develop animated presentation of the construction of a binary search tree by lIsing
Director 6.0.
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1.2. Problem statement
The labor market in computer technology and application is increasing rapidly,
more and more engineers, programmers and specialists in system management will be
needed. Education in computer science is a bottleneck. Many people are changing to study
computer, and some have no background in computer science. All of these situations lead
to a challenge for education in computer science. One problem is that many students need
to be trained but fewer teachers are available, another is to find a good way of computer
learning for different levels of learner. Using the computer as a tool for learning has been
adapted and proven in enhancing student pelformance [7]. As mentioned earlier, most
data structures textbooks explain tree structures in text, and traditional education like
lecture in class is hard for students to understand well and rapidly. This results in mistakes
and difficulties in programming. Much instructional software for trees can help students to
learn tree data structures. It seems, however, that they are not practical and can't serve as
the role of teacher. In order to improve students' perfonnance of learning binary search
trees, a complete instructional unit will be developed by using Macromedia Director 6.0.
1.3. Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the thesis is to develop a practical animated presentation of the
concept and algorithms of binary search trees. It can create simulation, visualization and
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interactive presentation during the whole class. It includes presentation of concepts and
algorithms, animation of algorithms (including sound synchronized with animation), and
testing with some problems about binary search trees. Answers will be given in the last
part, so students can evaluate their mastery of this class.
1.4. Outline of Work
This thesis is organized as follows. In this chapter the background of study,
problem statement and purpose of the study are addressed. In Chapter 2, history of the
instruction software and some related work are reviewed. In Chapter 3, design of this
instruction software is introduced. Finally, conclusions of the thesis and suggestions for
future study are given in Chapter 4.
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2. LIlliRATURE REVIEW
2.1. History of Educational Computing
There have been many changes in the way educators have used computing in their
schools over the last two decades brought about, to a large extend, by an increase in
availability and sophistication of both computer and software. Unfortunately, there is still a
strong emphasis on drill and practice and relucta.nce to experiment with more creati ve
approaches to educational computing.
Suppes' paper on using computers for problem solving and computer programming
is intriguing because Suppes used a PDP-lO Mainframe com pUler with terminals in the
children's homes to teach LOGO, BASIC and logic [16]. The two revolutions in the
computer industry, growth in the power of personal computers and an exponential growth
in the quality and variety of computer software, have brought the computer closer 10 the
day-to-day problems and needs of children and they have provided them with computing
power of such vastly different kinds than practiced by Suppes more than two decades ago
L17].
Bork recommends guidelines for writing teaching dia.logues for educational
software and for increasing pupil interaction with the computer [2J. When Bark counsels
on the importance of graphics, we realize that software has made gigantic leaps and
bounds in the last few years.
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Moursund [II] pointed out that it is important to increase teachers' level of
computer-education literacy and underscored the changes in computer literacy. BASIC
programming arid some use of software is less importance now because access to
computers has increased so dramatically.
With today's approaches to educational computing with improved software and
hardware, it is easy to image and design infinitely more creative cun-ieuium opportunities.
These opportunities are ideal for more personalized, flexible and responsible
teaching/learning environments which characterize so m,my of our special education
classrooms.
Using multimedia technology to develop practical educational software is
hecoming popular today because it can provide interactive animation. From the angle of
cognitive psychology, seeing is believing, and furthermore an important part of perception
is the information-gathering responses [15]. Animation, orienting our eyes to a stimulus
and tracking its movement with our eyes, is one of the most important responses for
perception. It is much better than receiving information by an abstract representation 119].
Algorithm animation is concerned with illustrating the behavior of a program by
visualizing the fundamental operations of the program as it runs[4]. Such displays
have proven to be quite useful for education [5]. It is valuable to develop a practical
instructional software for trees algorithm by using multimedia.
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2.2. Related Work
This part reviews previous and current work that is related to my research. In the
early '60s, graphics hardware was a scarce and expensive commodity. It was difficult for
users to use it for education. The way to solve this problem in the mid- '70s was to
record the computer-generated images on film.
The first computer-generated movie concerning computers was produced by
Knowlton at Bell labs in 1966. The movie, L6: Bell Telephone laboratories Low-Level
Linked list Language [9], portrayed the workings of an assembly-level Link-processing
language. Hopgood's movie on hashing algorithms [8] in 1974 was the first movie whose
purpose was to portray an algorithm. In the mid-70s, much work was done at the
University of Toronto under Baecker's direction in the area of algorithm animation [I ].
Baeder's stellar Sorting Out Sorting film illustrated a number of different sorting
algorithms running on both small and large data sets.
The basic limitation of these films are, of course, that they do not allow viewers to
experiment with the model being displayed. Viewers must watch the films in the exact
form in which they were produced, with the exact parameters and the exact data.
Obviously, the interactive instruction software is more suitable for the learner.
Today the microcomputer serves only one person, it can act almost instantaneously on any
request that a person might give it. With the earlier constraints of cost and undependabilily
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eliminated by the microcomputer, it is no surprise that interest in computer-assisted
instruction has once again exploded.
Harbison developed Modula-3, incorporating interactive design to make it would
easy for non-experts to implement additional algorithm animations of their choice [6].
Brown improved on Web-base algorithm animations by providing a framework
that makes it easy to construct new animations, including those that involve multiple
views[3].
Shen developed TBDSV System [or animation of trees data structure under the X
window environment [13]. Several trees like AVL-tree, B-tree, Red-Black tree and splay
tree are discussed. It is a very good approach to teaching tree structures.
Dr. Daniel Sleator developed a demonstration of top-down splaying. This
program allows one to see how a splay tree evolves [14]. It will ask the user to choose
how many nodes wanted in the tree. It will construct a maximally skewed tree with that
numher of nodes, and draw it. One can specify a node to be displayed, and can insert and
delete nodes. Many tree structures are presented by some animation can be found at the
following Web site: http://langcvin.usc.eduIBST/.
There are many educational programs for the algorithms of trees structures.
However, it seems that all of this software is not developed as a complete instruction unit.
For the binary search tree, some important operations like inorder, preorder and postorder
are not included in this software. Some software is not interactive, and some is not
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synchronized with sound. I think it is useful to develop software as a complete
instructional unit (also called a class). It includes presentation of concepts, animation of
algorithm and testing. It will let students grasp the BST by learning this class.
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Using Director to create a movie, the essential elementll worked with are the stage,
the score, the cast window and cast members.
The stage is the backdrop for all Director movies.
The score records the state of all the elements in the movie over time. It is the
primary tool for creating and editing movies. Actually, what we see on the stage at a
certain time is the frame which contains infOlmation about every cast member acti.ve at a
specific time.
A cast member is any media element that is part of a movie. Everything seen or
heard in a movie is a cast member. Cast members include not just the graphics displayed
and animated on the screen,. but text, sound effects and music, color palettes, buttons and
the lingo scripts that provide interactive control of a director movie.
The cast window displays the members of the current cast. As many windows all
needed can be opened to display the different casts in the movie.
The first step in the development of the movie is to design the basic elements in the
movie: the cast members. The second step is to use the score to make frames to locate
cast members in the movie. The third step is to design the interactive function between
frames and specific animation on every frame. Actually, the first and the second steps are
the design of the interface. The third step is the design of visualization and the algorithms.
Figure 1 shows the components in the design.
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Cast design
Button
Text
Sound
Bitmap
Field
Behavior
Figure 1. Components in the design.
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Textual Frame
Animation Frame
3.3. Design of the cast member
The cast members we need to use in the movie are as follows:
1) Button
For the transition from one frame to another or performance of different operations,
buttons are to be used. From Lingo one can easily monitor button cast members and
control how they respond. In the movie, "next" buttons, a "answer" button and a "test"
button are to be used to change frames, and buttons like "insertion", "deletion",
"preorder", "inorder", "postorder", "soundset" and "quit" are to be used for
corresponding operations.
2) Text
Text casts are to be used to explain the content of the program, menu of the program,
the basic concepts, algorithms, and the test.
3) Bitmap
Bitmap cast members can be created in the paint window. When a cast member is
placed on the stage, Director creates a new instance of the cast member called a sprite. In
the movie, like the sprites of the nodes, the sprite of "node left" and other drawings on
the animation frame are created from bitmap casts.
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4) Behavior
Behaviors are special cast members that define operations or procedures. In order to
move the playback Head step by step, several behavior cast members are to be created.
These behaviors have the movie wait and loop when the playback enter a frame.
5) Field
Working with fields is almost identical to working with text cast members.
Unlike text cast members, fields can be edited while a movie plays. In the movie, the input
box. is the field where the user can input new node value. Fields also can be controlled hy
Lingo in ways not possible with text cast members. Value slots of each node are this kind
of field casts.
6) Sound
Sound casts are to be used to play audio tracks during animation to explain
algorithms clearly. All operations in the movie are to be synchronized by the specific
sound cast. Table! show the sound cast names and contents.
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Table I
Names and Contents of the Sound Cast
,
:
,
Sound cast name Sound content
a value to be inserted is compared with each node down
! insertion path in the tree to find the correct position and added to
the last node on the path
leaf delete leaf node will be deleted directly
a deleted node which has left and right subtree will be
two subtrees deleted and replaced by the smallest node of right
subtree
a deleted node with only a right subtree will be deleted
right subtree and its right subtree will replaced it in the tree
a deleted node with only a left subtree will be deleted
left subtree and its left subtree will replaced it in the tree
I
an inorder traversal processes its left subtree first, the
inorder processes the tree's root, finally processes its right
subtree
a preorder traversal processes a tree's root first,
preorder sound then processes its left branch in preorder, finally
processes
its right branch in preorder
a postorder traversal processes its left subtree in
postorder sound postorder, then processes its right branches in postorder,
[mally processes the root of the tree
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3.4. Design of the frame
Frames represent a single step in the movie, like the frames in a traditional film. In
this movie, every frame has more than one cast member in it Sprites are objects that
control when, where, and how cast member media appear in a movie. Sprites appear on
the stage in order according to their channel number. A sprite in the lower channel
number appears on the top of a sprite in higher channel number.
1) Textual explanation frames
Several frames are designed to explain the concept of BST, the algorithms of BST,
the animation menu and the test. Each frame includes both a text cast and a button cast.
The button sprite has a high channel number. Figure 2 shows a textual frame in the movie.
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Welcome to the binary search tree animator
This software is a complete instructional
unit. It includes three parts: explooation of
concepts ond algorithms, interactive
animations of algorithm and a test. The first
part is shown as textuol formot, nnd the ·next-
buttons will let you go to the next frame. The
second part is the most importont parl. It is an
interfoce for the (mimetion of algorithms.
Several buttons such as insert, de] ete, i norder.
pr-eorder and postorder will let the user learn
these BST operotions by animation. -Nodes left-
wi' , , et the user know how many nodes can be
·created. To use thi 550ftware easily, users can
netld the menu before the onimation frome. The
lost part is a test for the user. Please finish
the test and ckecK it with the onswers.
nex t )
Figure 2. Frame 1 - a textual frame in the movie.
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2) Animation frame
This frame is the most important frame in the movie. It include all kinds of casts
which have been created. The following visualization and algorithm design features are to
be made for this frame. The input field box is located in the upper left of the stage. All the
operation buttons are located at the bottom of the stage. Figure 3 shows the animation
frame.
18
Figure 3. Frame 8 - the animation frame in the movie.
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3.5. Navigation and animation for frames
In Director's interface, dragging an existing behavior from a cast window to a
sprite or frame attaches the behavior to the object in the movie. Lingo is the Director's
scripting language which enhances a movie's possibilities. It can combine animation and
sound in ways that the score alone can't, and let the user precisely control text sound,
images and digital video. Scripts are combinations of words that convey information and
instructions for a movie. In this movie, movie script, frame script and parent script are to
be used. Lists have many uses in Director. Structuring records and tracking sets of objects
are two common ones. Several lists are to be used in the movie design.
1. Movie script design
Movie scripts are available to the entire movie. In the movie script, some important
designs are declaring global variable, initializing of the first node location and puppeting
channels under the control of Lingo. Figure 4 is a part of a movie script.
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bon startMovie
global root, maxNodes, firstNode, nodelist, valuelist, valuelistx, valuelisty,
, valuelistl, nodelistl, preshowlist, templist, postshowlist, showlist, postlist
--dedareall global variables
set maxNodes to 22
--the number of node can be c~eated
set firstNode to 5
--the sprite number of the firstNode
repeat with k =firstNode to maxNodes + firstNode -1
--nodes 0 - 21 are sprites 5-26
puppetSprite k, TRVE
end repeat
repeat with k = maxNodes + firstNode to maxNodes*2 + firstNode + 1
--values of nodes are sprites 27 - 48
puppetSprite k,TRVE
end repeat
--make channels under control of Lingo
set the locH of sprite firstNode to 300
set the 10cV of sprite firstNode to 40
set the locH of sprite firstNode + maxNodes to 300
set the locV of sprite firstNode + maxNodes to 40
--set original location of the first node
end startMovie
Figure 4.. Movie script.
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2. Frame scripts design
Frame scripts which attached to the script channel determine what happens when
the playback head enters, exits or is in the frame that the script is attached to. Navigation
lets users explore the movie the way they want, playing parts of the movie that offer
additional information, and staying in or repeating the parts of the movie. Figure 5 shows
the frame has the movie go forward when the user clicks the sprite, so the user can look
the frames one by one. Figure 6 shows the fust node created by the frame script.
on exitFrame
go to the frame
end
Figure 5. Navigation from the current frame to next frame.
on enterFrame
global root, nodeList, maxNodes
set root to birth(script "Node Parent", 0, 0, 0)
set the text of cast 30 to" "
add nodeList, root
put maxNodes - count(nodeList) into field "Node left"
updateStage
end
Figure 6. Frame script creates the first node of the movie.
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3. Parent script design
The benefit of parent scripts comes from Lingo's capability of creating multiple
copies or instances of the script's content. Each instance of the parent script is a child
A parent script contains a se~ of handles and sometimes an additional statement
that declares which variables are property variables. The property variables are values that
each child objects maintains. Figure 7 shows implementation of a parent script.
property number, Boxes, Values, spriteNum, valueNum
--property variables which each child object can maintain its own values
on birth me, nodeNumber, cloneNum, cloneNode
global nodeList, naxNodes, firstNode
set number to nodenumber
set spriteNum to nodeNumber + firstNode
set valueNum to nodeNumber + 30
set Boxes to birth(script "Box Parent", count(nodeList), chmeNurn)
--create a circle sprite
set Values to birth(script "values Parent", count(nodcList), cloneNurn)
--create a value sprite
return me
on insertToken me, Token
--handler for creating new node
Figure 7. Parent script
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4. Lists used in design
Lists in this software design play an important role, structuring records, tracking
sets of objects, and settings up the parameters used to define behaviors. In addition,
Lingo can create, sort, add to, reorder, or substitute a list's contents.
Director provides two types of list:
1) Linear lists, in which each element is a single value.
2) Property lists, in which each element contains two values separated by a colon. The
first value is the property. The second value is the value associated with that property.
Two kinds of lists are to be used in this software. The following Table 2 shows all
the names and functions of the lists in this software.
24
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Table 2
Names and Functions of the Lists in this Software
List Name List Type I Function of listsI
nodelist ' linear list undeleted newnode list, include all created nodes
[]
nodelistl linear list current newnode list, not include the
[] deleted nodes
valuelist property string of every node and its associated
list[: ] sp,rite number
valuelistx property horizontal position value of every node and its
list[:] associated string
valuelisty property vertical position value of every node and its
list[:] associated string
valuelistl linear list ordered string list by entering sequence
[J
preshowlist linear list save the sprite numbers of nodes on the stage by
'[] preorder
templist linear list list for storing the data temporary
[]
showlist linear list save the sprite numbers of nodes on the stage by
[] inorder
postshowlist linear list list for storing the data temporary
[]
postlist linear list save the sprite numbers of modes on the stage
[] by postorder
5. Algorithm design
It is necessary to decompose an algorithm into a set of functions that hest
represents the BST's distinct behaviors. For the software of BST, this will include
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insertion. deletion. and inorder. preorder and postorder traversals. Subsequently. the
algorithms for every situation are coded.
1) Insertion
For the insertion function the following points need to be considered:
a) a parent script needs to be called to create a new node.
b) compute the x and y value of the location for the new node. then move the new node to
the computed location
c) insert sound script to synchronize with the period of animation
d) store the all information in the lists for the new node
Figure 8 show the script for the insertion operation.
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On insertToken me, Token
set newToken to Token
I if newToken <>"" then
set newNode to birth(script "Node Parent", count(nodeList), number, me)
--create a new node
puppetSOlmd "insertion"
updateStage
--sound synchronized with animation
if collide then
if Token < getPropAt(valuelist, j) then
-- insert value less than node value, move down along edge of the left subtree
set t to 2
set M to -4/(2*k)
moveedge newNode, t, M
else
--insert value larger than nodevalue, move down along edge of the right subtree
set t to 2
set M to 4/(2*k)
moveedge newNode, t, M
end if
append(nodeList, newNode)
append(nodelistl, newNode)
addProp(valuelist, newToken, the spriteNum of newNode)
addProp(valuelistx, newToken, the locH of sprite the spriteNum of newNode)
addProp(valuelisty, newToken, the LocH of sprite the spriteNum of newNodc)
append(valuelist1, newToken)
sort valuelistx
--store infonnation of newNode in the lists
Figure 8. The script for insertion operation.
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2) deletion
For the deletion function, three situations need to be considered:
a) If the deleted node of a BST has a left child but no right child, remove the node from
the tree by making the node's parent point to the node's left child.
b) If the deleted node of a BST has a right child but no left child, remove the node from
the tree by making the node's parent point to the node's right child.
c) If the deleted node of a BST has both right and left subtree, the node will be replaced
by the smallest node of the right subtree.
d) If the node is leaf, it can be disconnected from its parent node.
The coding of the algorithms for deletion must be precise in accordance with the
every condition. Different sound scripts will be added W synchronize animation for
different situations. Lists for storage of the tree information will be changed for every
condition. Figures 9,10,11 show the different situations for deletion.
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Original Tree
a) DeleLe BST(T, 'c')
(a leaf)
Figure 9. Deleting a node on lhc leaf.
b) Delete BST(T, 'N')
(left child only)
c) Delete BST(T, 'R')
(right child only)
Figure 10. Deleting a node with only one subtree.
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d) Delete BST(T, 'P')
(both children)
v
~
Figure 11. Deleting a node with two subtrees
3) Preorder, inorder and postorder
For the traversal function inorder, the sprite number of the every node will be
stored in the list called showlist by inorder sequence. Nodes will undergo changes in color
by the sequence in which the function changes the forecolor value for the sprite. The
animation will be accompanied by a sound track for explanation. The design of the
preorder and postorder traversals is the same. The following paragraph explains the design
of the inorder function.
An inorder traversal processes the nodes from left to right The vaIuelistx is for
storing an x value and it is corresponding sprite number for every node in the ordered list.
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It is sorted after every operation. The showlist is used to save the information in valuelistx.
When the color of the node with sprite is changed by the list order, the visualization of
inorder will be illustrated. Figure 12 shows the script of the inorder function.
repeat with k=1 to count(valuelistx)
set showToken=getPropAt(valuelistx, k)
set showSprite=getaProp(valuelist, showToken)
--get the sprite number by order
append(showlist, showSprite)
--add the ordered sprite into showlist
end repeat
repeat with j=l to count(showlist)
set showNum=getAt(showlist, j)
set originColor to the foecolor of sprite showNum
--record the original color
set the foreColor of sprite showNum to 190
updateStage
--change the node color
startTimer
repeat while the timer < 2*60
nothing
--delay the time
end repeat
Figure 12. Script for inorder traversal.
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16. Visualization Design
Visualization design is an important part in this instructional software. The
following requirements are to be considered:
1) Easy shape recognition: It must be easy for viewer to associate the shape or color with
node it represents.
2) Smooth movement: Image movement must be smooth and continuous during the
specific operation.
3) Sound synchronization: The speed of movement should be adjusted, so the sound will
be synchronized with the animation
4) Moving path calculation: Moving path needs to be compute so that the movement of
the node will represent the specific algorithm. For the insertion of a newnode, the node
will start at the root of tree. Comparing its value with values of the nodes on the moving
path, it will move along the edge of the subtree until it reaches the suitable .Iocation.
5) Wrong input control: The design needs to consider the following wrong operations:
e) the node is off the stage
t) deleted node is not an element of the current tree
g) inserted node already exilsts
1) Visualization of tree's edge: Edges of the tree will appear or disappear according to
different operations.
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7. Summary of navigation and animation design
Actually, the different design described above is not completely independent. All
these designs are correlated with each other. It is necessary to decompose the general
design into a set of parts to simplify the problem. When the specific part is to be designed,
many factors need to be considered. For example, when we design the insert algorithm,
obviously, we need to consider the visualization, utilization of lists, synchronization of the
sound and so on. The procedure of the design is developed and improved step by step.
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